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Toocki Charging Cable C-C, 1m, PD 60W (Grey)
Looking for even faster charging for your devices? With the Toocki USB-C to USB-C cable, it's possible! This product provides up to 60W
of power and supports  standards like PD,  allowing you to enjoy exceptional  efficiency.  It's  highly durable and features a small  built-in
display. Additionally, it enables file transfer speeds of up to 480 Mbps.
 
Rapid Charging
Short on time? No problem – the Toocki cable allows you to quickly charge your phone or other devices. This is achievable due to the
power output of up to 60W and support for the PD standard. The product is also backward compatible with PD 30W. You can check the
real-time charging power using the built-in display. Moreover, the intelligent chip automatically adjusts the current intensity to protect
the batteries of connected devices from damage.
 
Swift File Transmission
The  Toocki  cable  is  also  beneficial  for  individuals  who  frequently  transfer  files  between  devices.  It  offers  an  impressive  transmission
speed of up to 480 Mbps, allowing you to quickly copy all essential photos, videos, or documents. Toocki helps you save time!
 
Thoughtful Design
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The transparent elements made from durable PC material lend the cable an original, modern character. If you appreciate unique designs
for your accessories, you'll surely like this solution! The reinforced wire ensures stable transmission and smooth charging, while the nylon
braid provides resistance against bending, breaking, and other forms of damage.
 
Wide Compatibility
This cable allows you to seamlessly charge various devices. It's compatible with smartphones, tablets, and even laptops from well-known
brands. It's also suitable for use with portable gaming consoles, desk fans, wireless speakers, and more.
 
Brand
Toocki
Name
C-C 60W fast charging data cable
Model
TXCTT2-YX2A03
Color
Gray
Type
USB-C to USB-C
Power
Up to 60W
Transmission Speed
Up to 480 Mbps
Material
PC + Braided
Cable Length
1m

Preço:

€ 5.01

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, USB cables, USB-C
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